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Abstract
On December 6, 2011, the Austrian
Parliament unanimously adopted the
Bundesgesetz über die Genehmigung
von Weltraumaktivitäten und die
Einrichtung eines Weltraumregisters
(Weltraumgesetz), or Austrian Space
Act. Thus, Austria became the sixth
EU member state and one of more than
a dozen states globally adopting a
comprehensive national act focusing
on national activities related to or in
outer space, and more specifically the
prospect of fundamental private
participation therein.
Following
the
same
analytical
approach as with regard to the
Swedish, UK, South African, Russian,
Australian, Ukrainian, Norwegian,
Brazilian, and Dutch national space
acts,1 the present paper will analyse
this most recent national space law
principally from the perspective of
international space law, notably
focusing
on
the
domestic
implementation via a licensing regime
of international responsibilities and
liabilities potentially incurred by
Austria and the use by the latter of its
jurisdictional tools to authorise and
supervise them.
1. Introduction
Recently Austria became the latest
addition in a growing list of sovereign
states having developed an overarching

national law dealing with space
activities, in particular those conducted
principally by private enterprise, by
adopting the Austrian Space Act, on 6
December 2011.2
Austria, on the one hand, is a European
state with a long-standing involvement
in the international space arena first and
foremost by hosting since a number of
years the UN Office for Outer Space
Affairs and the annual COPUOS
meetings, and more recently also the
European Space Policy Institute (ESPI).
It is a member of the major European
organisations involved in space
activities, that is ESA3, EUMETSAT4,
and EUTELSAT IGO5, as well as the
European Union6. In addition, Austria
is one of only a handful of states having
ratified all five of the treaties developed
in the bosom of the United Nations that
are generally considered to constitute
the core of the corpus juris spatialis
internationalis: the Outer Space
Treaty7, the Rescue Agreement8, the
Liability Convention9, the Registration
Convention10 and even the generally
none-too-successful
Moon
Agreement11.
On the other hand, in terms of that
involvement, it is more comparable to
other mid-size European states such as
Sweden, Belgium and the Netherlands
(all of which incidentally possess
national space acts12) than to the
leading Western European space-faring
nations France, Germany, the United
Kingdom, Italy and Spain (of which
only
two
currently
possess
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comprehensive national space acts13). It
does
not
host
major
space
manufacturers or operators, but
essentially smaller enterprises aiming
for specialised niche markets14.
It is in this context, that the drafting of
the Austria Space Act has to be
analyzed and assessed, after first
reiterating some of the key obligations
resting upon Austria flowing from the
corpus juris spatialis internationalis.
2. The international framework for
national space law revisited
As argued elsewhere in greater detail,15
the aforementioned corpus includes a
number of provisions relevant for the
establishment of national space acts,
both in a substantive sense and in a
more
structural
sense.
Most
fundamentally it does so by simply
calling for key national legislative
action once relevant private companies
would start to undertake space
activities.
These obligations more precisely derive
from the key concepts of ‘international
responsibility’ to ensure compliance of
such activities with international space
law in particular by exercising
“authorization
and
continuing
respectively
supervision”16,
‘international liability’ of states for
damage caused by space objects,
including if manufactured, owned,
launched and/or operated by private
enterprise17.
As to international responsibility,
whilst ‘authorization and continuing
supervision’ did not ipso facto require
establishment of a national space law
and could in principle also be properly
guaranteed by direct governmental
involvement in any private space
activity18, it did at least provide the core
element, from this perspective, of such
a comprehensive legislative solution.

A major problem in implementing this
clause by means of national space law,
however, concerned the prevailing
uncertainty of what exactly the phrase
“national activities (in outer space)”
referred to – activities of nationals,
activities with space objects launched
from national territory, activities
conducted either by nationals or from
national territory, or yet different
systems of attribution? This in practice
already has given rise to quite varied
interpretations by states actually
implementing national space laws.19
As to international liability, the key
concept of the “launching State” was
defined by way of four alternative
criteria, that is as “(i) A State which
launches or procures the launching of a
space object; (ii) A State from whose
territory or facility a space object is
launched”.20
Upon closer view, also this concept,
triggering liability for damage caused
by such a space object under the
Liability Convention, raised a few
further issues of implementation.
Firstly, how would it apply to cases
where it was not a state organ but a
private company which would ‘launch’
or ‘procure’ the launch, or the launch
would take place from a private facility
as opposed to a state-owned one? Some
states understood this to mean they
might be held liable still under those
headings,
hence
calling
for
authorisation before allowing them to
take place; more often, however,
implicitly or explicitly they largely
ignored them in their national
legislative efforts.21
Secondly, in particular the phrase
‘procuring’ gave rise to widely varying
interpretations, from the application by
states of their relevant authorisation
requirements (thereby allowing the
private space activities to go ahead) to
financing the launches concerned. Also
here, consequently, states differed

considerably in their actual approach as
evident in their respective national
space legislation.22
Finally, the inherent complexity created
by
having
two
principles
of
international
accountability
(‘responsibility’ and ‘liability’, the one
attributing private enterprise by means
of the concept of ‘national activities’,
the other through the concept of the
‘launching state’) presented by the
international space treaties continues to
cause additional confusion. It is the
international responsibility of Article
VI of the Outer Space Treaty which
calls for authorization and continuing
supervision, of which national space
laws form the most comprehensive and
transparent representation. Yet it would
be the international liability following
Article VII of the Outer Space Treaty
and the Liability Convention which
would most directly be of concern to
states, since they would have to foot the
bill also of any relevant damage
privately caused, and thus provide a
principal stimulus for the establishment
of national space laws regulating inter
alia reimbursement of the state in case
of such international claims.
3. ‘National’ implementation in the
case of Austria
3.1. International responsibility
Handling at the national level
international responsibility of Austria
as per Article VI of the Outer Space
Treaty for national activities in outer
space essentially has three major
elements to it that should be addressed
by the present summary overview.
The first of these concerns the scope
ratione materiae of the Austrian Space
Act. The Act principally applies to
“space activities”, defined as “the
launch, operation or control of a space

object, as well as the operation of a
launch facility”.23
Compared to Article VI, which refers to
“activities in outer space”, the scope of
the Austrian Space Act is thus
considerably broader. Whilst operation
and control of a space object even as
conducted from the earth have their
main intended effect in outer space, and
the same could be said for launching
operations even if they never reach
outer space, the “operation of a launch
facility”
obviously
concerns
a
completely terrestrial operation.
Apart from the logic inherent in
subsuming activities in space and
activities targeting (the area of) outer
space including spaceport operations
under the same regime, no doubt a
major reason for this ‘extended’ scope
relates to the liability issue to be dealt
with further below, where “launch
facility” constitutes a key concept.
Also, while the operation of a launch
facility by definition does not fall
within the scope of Article VI’s
international responsibility, it does fall
under
Austria’s
international
responsibility as per general public
international law. The only possible
issue here is that under the latter regime
Austria as a state can only be held
indirectly (‘vicariously’) responsible in
case the launch facility is operated by a
private
operator,24
whereas
the
responsibility of the state for such a
private operator would have been on a
par with responsibility for its own acts
were Article VI of the Outer Space
Treaty to apply.25
Avoiding any direct reference to outer
space as an area finally of course has
the benefit of averting the necessity to
try and define ‘outer space’, like the
South African and Australian national
acts have purported to do.26
Secondly, in terms of scope ratione
personae the Austrian Space Act is
applicable to any “space activities

carried out 1. on Austrian territory, 2.
on board of vessels or airplanes,
registered in Austria or 3. by a natural
person with Austrian citizenship or
legal persons seated in Austria”.27
In other words, Austria applies its
territorial jurisdiction, quasi-territorial
jurisdiction and active personal
jurisdiction for the purpose of
controlling private activities in order to
live up to its responsibility under
Article VI. It may be concluded
therefore, that ‘national activities’, as
the set of activities for which state
responsibility is incurred under Article
VI, are viewed by Austria as the
combination of activities falling within
its territorial, quasi-territorial and/or
active personal jurisdiction.
It may be pointed out here, that other
states hitherto having enunciated
national space laws have sometimes
taken different views. For example, the
UK Outer Space Act only applies its
active personal jurisdiction, in requiring
a license from “United Kingdom
nationals, Scottish firms, and bodies
incorporated under the law of any part
of the United Kingdom”.28 The
Netherlands, by contrast, basically
apply territorial and quasi-territorial
jurisdiction to scope the licensing
requirement; only in exceptional
circumstance can Dutch nationals be
made subject to that requirement when
operating outside of Dutch territory,
ships or aircraft.29 The fourfold
authorization scheme under Australian
law even exclusively refers to the
exercise of territorial jurisdiction.30
Thirdly,
Article
VI
requires
“authorization
and
continuous
supervision” of the private national
activities in outer space for which
Austria thus will become responsible.
As said, Austria takes a rather broad
sweep in using its territorial
jurisdiction,
quasi-territorial
jurisdiction and active personal

jurisdiction to fulfil this obligation, by
requiring in all three applicable cases
an ‘authorisation’ to be granted by the
Minister for Transport, Innovation and
Technology.31
The authorization, which further to
Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty
should ensure that private national
activities in outer space are “carried
out in conformity with the provisions
set forth in the present Treaty” (and by
inference all of space law as based
upon that Treaty), is made subject to a
number of general conditions, which
are spelled out as follows: that
“1. the operator possesses the necessary
reliability, capability and expertise to
carry out the space activity,
2. the space activity does not pose any
immediate threat to the public order, to
the safety of persons and property and
to public health,
3. the space activity does not run
counter to national security, Austria’s
obligations under international law or
Austrian foreign policy interests,
4. appropriate provision has been made
for the mitigation of space debris
according to § 5,
5. the space activity does not cause
harmful contamination of outer space
or celestial bodies or adverse changes
in the environment,
6. the operator fulfils the requirements
of the ITU concerning orbital positions
and frequency assignments,
7. the operator has taken out an
insurance according to subparagraph 4,
and
8. the operator has made provision for
the orderly termination of the space
activity.”32

The ‘middle part’ of condition #3 in
referring to Austria’s international
obligations from the above perspective
essentially covers the responsibility
that might be incurred one-on-one, so
that the rest of the clauses merely
provide for some further elaboration
with a view to the most important
current elements of the regime

developed under the Outer Space
Treaty and further elements of outer
space law.
Condition #2 for instance broadly
covers requirements following from
Articles I and II of the Outer Space
Treaty, that outer space should be free
for all states, its exploitation the
province of all mankind, and space
activities generally being conducted
for the benefits of and in the interests
of all nations. Condition #1 serves as a
more practical tool to actually ensure
that space activities could be kept
within such ‘boundaries’, as well as for
example minimizing the possibility of
harm ensuing to other states and their
space operations, in conformity with
Article IX of the Outer Space Treaty.
Apart from the abovementioned
‘middle part’, condition #3 is
obviously focused on the national
security and foreign policy interests of
Austria, although in doing so it
indirectly
contributes
also
to
international peace and security as
called for by Article III of the Outer
Space Treaty.
Conditions #4 and #8 address space
debris, one of the most difficult and
threatening problems in the space
arena, the former generically, the latter
by calling for specific measures at endof-life.33 In a sense condition #5
broadens these provisions to cover all
possible harmful contamination, also if
no space debris is involved.
Condition #6 obviously focuses once
again on a specific regime established
to allow the use of outer space for the
benefit of all mankind and in
conformity with general international
law
calling
for
international
cooperation (with reference to Articles
II and III of the Outer Space Treaty as
well as explicitly to the ITU regime34),
whereas condition #7 finally relates to
the liability issues addressed below.

3.2. International liability
The Liability Convention, as an
elaboration of Article VII of the Outer
Space Treaty, in particular deals with
the harmful consequences of space
activities, through linking liability to
the ‘space object’ causing such damage,
and beyond that to the states involved
in the launch – as opposed to the
operation – of that space object under
any of the four headings applicable.35
Generically, several main elements of
the liability regime thus established
have simply been transferred to the
national level by way of the provision
that “[i]n the case that the Republic of
Austria has compensated damage
caused by a space activity in
accordance with international law, the
Federal Government has the right of
recourse against the operator”.36 This
generally incorporates such key
elements as the distinction between
absolute and fault liability37 and the
definition of compensable damage38.
Two important issues however remain,
one being a matter of scope, the other
of substance.
Firstly, the Liability Convention
through its definition of the ‘launching
State’ also determines how to allocate
liability in the context of private
launches, through its famous fourfold
definition of the ‘launching State’.39
The (nominally) third of those criteria,
concerning the launch ‘from the
territory’ of a state, is unequivocally
covered by the territorial jurisdiction
exercised by Austria through its Act, as
space activities including launching
conducted from Austrian soil require an
authorization with related provisions
handling the liability aspects thereof (to
be further addressed below).
As for the other three criteria, however,
the analysis would not be so simple,
largely as a consequence of prevailing
inconsistencies in the regime at the
international level. If read in a narrow

sense, these criteria would only apply if
Austria as a state launches or procures
the launch, or allows its state launch
facility to be used therefore. In that
case, there would be no need for
authorizing private entities launching,
procuring a launch or having their
launch facility used therefore, with the
possible exception of Austrianregistered ships or aircraft qualifying as
facilities/quasi-territory of Austria.
However, as indicated the Austrian
Space Act not only requires an
authorization of persons or companies
that launch a space object or operate a
launch facility40 (which would already
be required for the purpose of Article
VI) but also imposes specific relevant
liability-related
obligations
upon
them41. Apparently, Austria considers
the definition of a “State which
launches” under Article I(c) of the
Liability Convention, and the resulting
liability, to also apply to cases where an
Austrian national actually launches; and
mutatis mutandis the same applies to
the state whose facility is used as
including a private facility owned by
nationals of (in this case) Austria.
On the other hand, the act of
‘procuring’ a launch, the last criterion
to be discussed here, is not referred to
in the Austrian Space Act, and certainly
not as requiring a license. Is the
consequence that private procurement
of the launch should not be read as
equating with state procurement; or is
the reference to an operator ‘operating
or controlling a space object’ – which
does require an authorization under the
Act – to be seen as the interpretation by
Austria of the disputed phrase
‘procure(ment)’?
Secondly, it is interesting to see how
Austria on the national level has dealt
with the unlimited liability that the
international regime imposes.42 The
Austrian Space Act starts by pointing
out that the Austrian government in

applicable cases “has the right of
recourse against the operator”.43
Then, but only for “damage caused on
the surface of the Earth or to aircraft in
flight”, that right of recourse is limited
to the sum of the obligatory insurance
cover.44 Thus, for liability for on-orbit
collisions the Austrian government
would be entitled to full compensation,
although it obviously has the discretion
in a given case to not (fully) make use
of such a right.
Finally, the maximum insurance cover
referred to is determined, as far as the
obligation under the Act goes, at €
60,000,000.45 This happens to be also
the sum which Arianespace, the French
launch company operating under the
new French Law on Space Operations
is also required to insure for third-party
liability purposes.46
4. Concluding remarks
In general, the Austrian Space Act has
implemented in consistent fashion the
relevant
international
obligations
directly related to responsibility and
liability, generally applying a broad
scope ratione personae and ratione
materiae to the licensing regime in
terms of attribution in order to cover all
likely international accountabilities.
This also applies for example to the
registration obligations,47 where most
interestingly, in addition to the
minimum set of requirements for
purposes of the international register48,
further details are requested which duly
take into account fundamental recent
developments in space activities: “6.
the manufacturer of the space object; 7.
the owner and operator of the space
object; 8. further information, which
the Minister for Transport, Innovation
and Technology may determine, if
necessary, in light of the technological
state of the art, the international legal

obligations or relevant decisions of
international organisations”.49
Though certain questions regarding the
definition of key concepts on the
international level (‘outer space’,
‘procurement’) have not been tackled,
this probably testifies more to the lack
of general understanding of such terms
at that level than to a failure of the
Austrian authorities to address them.
By and large, the Austrian Space Act
thereby constitutes a valuable addition
to the growing body of national space
law
properly
implementing
responsibility and liability for private
activities.
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